
Bahamas Mule Coin  
This is a Slide Show  showing the events that unfolded in N.Z 

and the U.K after the Bahamas Mule was discovered in N.Z on 

the 10th of July 1967 . 

By Paul Lawrence Bicknell 
3rd – 6th July 2014  Background: Sourced from Archives New Zealand, Wellington. 



The New Zealand Event  
Bahamas Mule coins discovered in New Zealand  

• $4 Bahamas Mule coins were found by the public on 
New Zealand Decimal Currency  Day Monday the 10th 
of July 1967 . 

      This Mule coin had the Obverse of a 1966 Bahama 
Island 5 cent coin, designed by Arnold Machin ,who 
also designed the Reverse of this coin for the Bahamas 
Decimal Currency Day on the 25th of May 1966 . 

     The Reverse of the Mule coin was that of a 1967                            
New Zealand 2 cent coin designed by  Reginald George 
James Berry . 

 

 



.827 inches in Diameter Weight 60 Grams 

.83 inches in Diameter Weight 64 
Grams 

Arnold Machin          
30/9/1911-1999 

Reginald George                                                                                   
James Berry                                                                                                                                                                             
20/6/1906-1979  

  1966   Bahamas 5 cent coin                  

1967 New Zealand 2 Cent coin  



Official Response                 
On the 11th of July 1967 after the Mule coin sightings were 

confirmed .John Searle the Secretary of the Decimal 

Currency Board rang Thomas Macdonald the New Zealand 

High Commissioner in London and asked Mr Macdonald to 

ask the Royal Mint to please explain how such a major coin 

error was released in New Zealand . 

 

The Royal Mints reply to the New Zealand Government was 

a full Inquiry would take place immediately . 

There could be 100,000 of these faulty coins circulating  in 

New Zealand .Therefore  the Royal Mint  assured  the   

New Zealand Government that 100,000 replacement coins 

would  be sent to New Zealand at no cost to the             

New Zealand Government . 

 

Also on the 11th of July 1967 the New Zealand Minister of 

Finance Robert Muldoon, gave a press statement saying 

the faulty  “2 cent coins were not legal tender but the 

Government would exchange them for genuine coins of the 

same face value.” Not many people took this offer up . 



 Official  
Response 

John Newton Leon (Jack) Searle 
   Secretary of the Decimal 
  Currency Board in 1967. 

 

        Thomas Lachlan MacDonald 

       New Zealand High 
Commissioner to the United 
Kingdom 1961-1967.  

Above is the Secretary of the Decimal 

Currency Board Mr Searle on the 

Telephone to the New Zealand High 

Commission in London enquiring about the 

error coins .This photograph comes from 

the Dominion dated   the 11th July 1967.  



A Letter from the New Zealand High Commissioner,  Thomas MacDonald   
to the Deputy  Master of the Royal Mint John James, in response to  

John Searle’s enquiry about the Mule coins . 

Supply of defective 2 cent coins by the 

Royal Mint to New Zealand : Enquiry into 

and subsequent action. 

File T315/93 

The National Archives U.K.  



Shown below are two pages from the official  release given by 
the New Zealand  Minister of Finance Mr Robert Muldoon to 

the Press  .This document is now held in Archives New Zealand  
Wellington . 

Archive reference : Archives New Zealand /Te Rua Mahara o te Kawanatanga 

Wellington Office   

[ADRK 17454 T79/7 10/5 (R21908433)]. 



The troubled 1967 New Zealand 
Currency Coinage 

the   Bahamas Mule coin was not the only error to 

be found in New Zealand’s new Decimal Currency  : 

 

• Coins were found clipped including Clipped  

Bahamas Mule coins . 

• Off centre coins were found . 

• 2 cent coins struck on the wrong metal flan such 

as the 2 cent  cuppro nickel coin shown in the next 

slide . 

•  Different serial numbers on the same Bank Notes.    

•A  Five cent coin  was spotted at the head office of 

the ANZ Bank with only the Queens head on the 

coin ,the other side of the coin was blank . 



Dominion 14th July 1967  

The above image was 

reproduced  for this  

slide with the  kind 

permission show by 

Scott de Young . 

 Examples of troubled New Zealand 1967 Decimal Currency  

Cuppro  Nickel 2 cent  

error coin . 

    Clipped Bahamas Mule  



Media Response to the Mule coin  

•Within days of the Mule coins release into New Zealand 

there was a media frenzy  with : 

•Sensational Newspaper headings appearing in all the 

major New Zealand and International Newspapers . 

 

•Mr Hamlin the President of the Royal Numismatic of    

New Zealand in 1967 and Alistair Robb were interviewed 

for their knowledge on the  coin. 

 

•Cartoons from Nevile Lodge and Menhinnick  were in all 

the major Newspapers . 



The above cartoon, by Nevile Lodge, appeared in the Evening Post Newspaper 
on the 13th of July 1967, is a copy of the original drawing reproduced by 

National Library. 

           Media  Mule Coin frenzy  



Shown  below is a Sam  cartoon drawn  by  the   
Cartoonist  Menhinnick who drew  cartoons  for the 
New Zealand Herald and his character “Sam” was 
Soldier Sam a type of common man character .  



Sir Robert David 

Muldoon born 

25/9/1921 died 

5/8/1992. He was 

Minister of Finance from 

1967-1972 and Prime 

Minister of New Zealand 

from 1975 to 1984. 

 

Robert Muldoon’s coins presented on NZ Decimal Currency Day 

The above Bahamas Mule coin  and Kircaldie and Stains Token  ,were 

for sale on a TradeMe Auction, at listing number  509841368 . This 

auction closed on the 9th of September  2012 . 



Robert  Muldoon gifted 2 

Bahamas Mule Coins to  

the : 

 (1) Wellington Born 

Governor of the Bahamas 

Ralph Grey .  

 (2) Governor General of 

New Zealand  Bernard 

Fergusson . 

A Mule coin was also given 

to 78 Members of 

Parliament .  
  



Mr Michael Collins 1923-2013 

•Secretary of the Waikato 
Numismatic Society in 1967.  

•This photograph is from a 1967 
edition of the Waikato Times. 

 Mr Frank Clarke 

•Secretary of the Auckland Coin Club 
in 1967. 

 The New Zealand Treasury gifted of a Mule coin, to members 

of Numismatic Societies and Coin Clubs    



Shown below on the left hand side  is an image of the original 
Bahama s Mule  presentation envelope that was given by the 

New Zealand Treasury in 1967, along  with a Mule coin   to 
member s of the  Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand . 

tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 

      This  presentation envelope and the Mule 
coin on the right hand side, that was 
presented with the above envelope  has  
been reproduced for this side show with the  
kind permission  of Scott de Young  . 

 

 

 



The above archive on the right  is from 

page 3 of the inaugural meeting  minutes , 

of the Wanganui Coin Club ,22nd of August 

1967 .The 3 pages from this inaugural 

meeting were kindly sent to me by post 

from the Secretary of the Wanganui 

Numismatic Society, Mr R Kidd . 

Shown above on the left is page 79  

of the New Zealand Numismatic 

Journal : Proceedings of the Royal  

Numismatic Society of                           

New Zealand Incorporated .            

Volume 12 Number (44) May 1967. 



The conditions that  New Zealand Treasury 
placed on the free gift of a Bahamas Mule coin  

to members of coin organizations  

P 

For Members of Numismatic Societies and Coin to qualify for the 
Treasury Gift members had to : 

• Be  a registered member of a Numismatic Society  or Coin Club on 
the 4th of August 1967 . 

• Members  had to sign written promises not to sell the  gifted coins. 

• These  promises were sent back to Treasury by the organisations 
Secretaries . 

• Unfortunately  the gifting of Bahamas Mule coins only to people  
who were registered with a coin organization on the 4th of August 
1967, caused a lot of dissatisfaction by non registered Coin 
Collectors  because these people were also unable to purchase the 
Bahamas Mule coins direct from the New Zealand Treasury . 



To determine the true value the Mule 
coins, which had been selling  between  
$ 1 to $ 50.  An  example  was  put up for 
auction. The first  mule coin to be sold at 
auction, was  at   Alistair Robb Coin 
Auction on the 5th of August 1967. This 
Bahamas Mule coin sold for $32 , the 
same price that Dunbar Sloane Auctions  
later achieved on the 15th of September 
1967. 

• Evening 

Bahamas Mule Coin put up for 
Auction 

Evening Post articles 

dated from the 14th to 

the 21st of September  

1967 . 



•Fourth Annual Report of the Decimal 

Currency Board, March 1968 . 

 

•2 major banks involved, 600,000 coins 

sorted by hand, 60,000 found . 

             

•^60,000 Bahamas Mule coins  were discovered,  by hand 
sorting through 600,000  2 cent coins  from two  main 
banks . Branches of the ANZ near Wellingtons CBD had a 
large number  of error coins .The error coins  were  then 
melted down in Auckland . 

Meltdown 



The image shown above is Queen Elizabeth II examining Decimal Coin designs. 
The Deputy Master of the Royal Mint in 1967 John (Jack) James is on the 
Queen’s left.  

                 The United Kingdom Event  



John  Hasting 
James  

• John Hasting  James was the Deputy 
Master  of the Royal Mint from 1957 
to 1970 . 

• He  joined the Mint from the 
Admiralty replacing Sir Lionel 
Thompson at the end of August 1957. 

• Mr James was the first Deputy 
Master for nearly 40 years not  to 
come directly from Treasury . 

• He brought a more energetic attitude 
towards  the striking of coins  from 
other countries . 

• By 1966 coin production at the Mint 
had reached 1400 million coins  3 
times larger than when Mr James had 
started with the Mint in 1957. 



•British Treasury File T315/93 

held at National Archives in 

Kew, England. 

• One of 318,545 Treasury 

documents in British Archives. 

•This document  could  not be 

viewed by the public  from  15th  

of January 1968 to the 1st of 

January  1999  .  

•A certified copy of this 

document is now in the  Royal 

Numismatic Society  of    New 

Zealand, Library collection. 

•A number of letters  inside this 

document, on the findings of 

the Royal Mint Enquiry were  

written by the Deputy  Master  

of the Royal Mint  John  

Hasting James  . 

Key Research Document  



• 20  people  worked on the  Night  shift 
of Wednesday  the  18th of  January  and 
the Day shift of the 19th of January  
1967.  

• 9 coin Presses were in  use at the start 
of  the  Night shift on  Wednesday  the 
18th of January,  reducing to 6 Presses at 
the  end of  the Night and 6 Presses  
continued to be in use  throughout the  
Day shift of Thursday the 19th of 
January  1967. 

• No  Bahama coins were minted within 
the week of the error ,although up to 
week 42 Bahama Island and                    
New Zealand coins were being minted 
on the same days in different Presses . 

• The  Royal Mint Enquiry could find  no  
evidence to suspect that  more than 1 

wrong Die was  used . 

• The actual Stocks of unused                            
New Zealand and  Bahama Island Dies 
agree precisely with the  Stock  Books. 

•The  findings of the Royal 
Mint  Enquiry  on Bahamas  
Mule coin  
 

•The Bahamas  Mule coins  were found 
in Batch 73, which consisted of 100 
bags each containing  a 1000 coins. 
Mule  coins were found in 18 bags 
from  Batch 73 . 

•Batch 73 was bagged  on the  morning  
of Thursday the  19th of  January  1967, 
during  production week 42 (January 
12th to January 18th ) . 

•Further investigation by the  Royal 
Mint, narrowed the production  dates 
of the error coins to the  Night  shift of  
Wednesday the  18th of  January  and 
the  Day shift of Thursday the 19th of 

January 1967. 



 A Letter written on the 17th of 

July 1967 by John James ,the 

Deputy Master of the Royal 

Mint  to R. G Lavelle, the 

Private Secretary to the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

This letter which is  included 

in British Treasury Document 

T 315/93 mentions a lot of  the  

information  on  the Mule coin 

in the  previous slide . 



Clipped Bahamas Mule Coins 

Top coins: Scott de Young’s 

Bottom left coin: Tom Taylor Young’s 

Bottom right coin: sold on Trade Me to an 

unknown buyer. 

Correspondence  dated  the  18th  of  September  

1967,from P. R. Baldwin, the Principal Private 

Secretary, to the Chancellor of the Exchequer ,in 

British Treasury document T315/93 . 



The Royal Mint Strike (6 -7 Jan, 1967)  
•On Friday the 6th of January 1967 

there was an unofficial strike in the 

Coinage Room of the Royal Mint 

by members of the Transport and 

General Workers Union . 

•600 workers were  involved. 

•Their concerns were over staff  

grading and promotion, and  

rumours that the Mint would be  

relocated to Liantrisant  near  

Cardiff. These rumours  were 

confirmed ,when  Royal Mint 

management made an 

announcement  in April 1967 and 

work started on the New Mint in 

August 1967 . 

 

•Workers returned but remained 

dissatisfied . 

 
Work commencing on 

the New Mint in 1967. 



Official letter from John James dated 26th of 

July 1967. 

 

When the  Deputy  Master 
John James was first asked 
if the  error coins  had 
been made as a protest 
action to discredit the 
reputation of the Royal 
Mint  .  

Mr James said  in  this  
letter dated 26th of July 
1967 .That  it was the view 
of  Mint management ,that  
dissatisfied people would 
not risk being detected 
minting defective coins but 
rather resort to physical 
force directed at the Mint’s 
equipment or machinery  . 



 

 

 

 
 

A letter from the Deputy Master of the Royal Mint  

John James to the Principal Private Secretary  to the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer   P. R. Baldwin on the 

15th of August 1967 . 

In August 1967 ,when the Deputy Master of 

the Royal  John James was writing this letter, 

he has thought more deeply about the events 

in January1967 ,that lead to the minting of the 

Bahamas Mule coin ,his conclusions were : 

 

 
That when he had visited the factory in the beginning 

of January ,he had found the supervision of the 

factory to be substandard and Mr James had warned 

the factory Superintendent severely . Because of the 

sate of the factory management Mr James would not 

have been surprised that  errors might have sprung  

from the  bad factory supervision ,But Mr James also 

conceded that  in  theory the Die checking 

procedures at the Royal  Mint ,which consisted of 14 

identification checks to prevent  the wrong Die 

reaching the Press Room  and another  5 in the 

Coining Room  should  have been sufficient  to 

prevent the Mule coins being produced. 

Unfortunately Security Services at Mint had also  not 

been up to standard because  Scotland  Yard had 

just finished investigating  the theft of a number of 

gold Sovereigns . 

 

Mr  James also recalled that the Strike  at the 

beginning of January 1967 had ended uneasily and 

that he had encountered  rumours of malice . 

 

Therefore sophisticated sabotage was first proposed 

as a realistic option to explain the  error . 

 

 

 



No single culprit or group of individuals  was ever 

officially recognised . 
No person or group of individuals  was ever  found guilty of producing 

the Mule coin ,because the Enquiry found the length of time from when 

the error  coins  were manufactured  in the United Kingdom , in January 

1967 and their discovery in New Zealand in July 1967 .Made it 

impossible to identify the people who worked particular Presses 

Because:  

•A Press Setter did not work on a particular  Press ,but was available 

when their services  were required . 

 

•The records of workmen operating particular Presses , were destroyed 

once the Bonus calculations were made ,to avoid  the accumulation of 

large masses of paper . 

 

•The Enquiry found no discrepancies in the Die records ,because likely 

these records have been altered . 

 
 



No Disciplinary Action was taken  
 

No disciplinary action was taken by the Enquiry over the manufacture of the 

Bahamas Mule coin ,although British Treasury document T 315/93 mentions   

the Chancellor of the Exchequer was considering a range of disciplinary 

measures from : 

•A formal reprimand recorded on a workers record . 

•Dismissal without a Pension . 

•Court-martialling the Superintendant of the factory . 

 

Some of the reasons that disciplinary action was being considered by the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer James Callaghan were : 

•The British Government had to cover the additional costs of an extra 100,000 

2 cent coins to replace Bahamas Mule coins sent to New Zealand . 

•Pay people within New Zealand to search through coin Stocks in Banks and 

retrieve as many Mule coins as they could find . 

•Pay people in the United Kingdom to conduct a full 6 months  Enquiry into 

the error coin release into New Zealand . 

•The Chancellor of the Exchequer was very concerned that  the New Zealand 

Government would give future coin contacts to the Australian Mint. 

•The Royal Mint had lost international creditability  caused by New Zealand 

and international media ,which could affect foreign coin export markets .  



Several  new rules were put in place by the Royal Mint  

 
New rules were introduced on the 9th of August 1967 ,some of these 

procedures mentioned in British  Treasury document T 315/93 are  : 

 

•Introduction of a Progress and Routing Card . 

 

•Visual Inspection Cards that show the Obverse and Reverse designs at 

Presses and Die Store . 

 

•Additional  check was introduced at the time the Die was to be destroyed ,to 

positively identify the Die as regards to it’s denomination . 

 

•The Die Checking System was changed from one person doing a number of 

checks ,to each check being done by a different man. 

 

The next 3 Slides are pages from British Treasury 

document T 315/93 on Control of Die Issue and Use . 
 

 

  



  

 

Supply of defective 2 cent coins 

by the Royal Mint to                    

New Zealand : Enquiry into and 

subsequent action.  

File T315/93 

The National Archives U.K. 

 



Supply of defective 2 cent 

coins by the Royal Mint to  

New Zealand : Enquiry into 

and subsequent  action . 

File T315/93  

The National Archives U.K.  

 



Supply of defective 2 cent 

coins by the Royal Mint to 

New Zealand : Enquiry into 

and subsequent action . 

File T315/93  

The National Archives U.K. 



The story of the Bahamas Mule coin is an interesting 

event in modern  Numismatic  history, that saw vast 

amount’s of documentation produced by a 6 month 

investigation carried out by  the Royal Mint Enquiry  into 

the events surrounding the manufacture of a  probable 

100,000 Bahamas Mule coins at the Royal Mint in  

January 1967 and the months of New Zealand and 

international media hype following the discovery of the 

Bahamas Mule coin in New Zealand, on New Zealand’s  

Decimal Currency Day, the 10th of July 1967 . 

                                 The End  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 This image of a Clipped 

Bahamas Mule has been 

reproduced for this Slide 

Show with the kind 

permission of                

Scott de Young . 
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